Global food & beverage retailer consolidates DR on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Large deployment of E-Business Suite and ExaCS

<16 weeks to create full DR backup

30X improvement in recovery time
7-Eleven Puts Disaster Recovery in the Oracle Cloud with Exadata Cloud Service

7-Eleven is a Japanese-owned international chain of convenience stores, headquartered in the US. It operates, franchises, and licenses approximately 65,000 stores in 18 countries with 9,500 stores in the US.

7-Eleven Objective
Protect on-premises systems with an affordable, production-capable DR solution, avoiding data center expansion.

Result
In a few weeks, 7-Eleven put into production a DR solution using the best DB cloud platform, managed by Oracle, with the benefits of the public cloud.

Industry: Retail (convenience stores)
Headquarters: US
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